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When quali ty,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas are
your f irst choice.

Only Paracl ipse offers such
variety; four dist inctly different series:

.the Truss-Ribbed Classic,

.the Courier Deliverable EcliPse,

.the Stretch Formed Hydro,

.the Commercial Patriot.
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COOP'S COMMENT
Tranition. The DTH business is e4periencing a

period of complex change here in the Pacific. It was
ju* a yea ago that PAS-2 began supplying limited
test crd and experimental service (CMT was the first"
d the time FTA umlogue). And just 15 months ago
that Gl's RAJ and G2s ATN first appeued in our
skies. It was only a year 4go tlnt if you wanted
satellite TV, you had to be some kind of nut or very
desperde for video.

AV-COMM Pty. Ltd. has been supplyrng satellite
TV equipment to nuts ud desperde people for close
to a decade now. It began as a labour of love for

Gary
Crd,
and only very recently has the effort turned into a
real business. Garry quickly reqlised that early users
of satellite equipment were 20th cenfiry do-it-your
-selfers, am{ on a budget. Australias passionate
atrab with Ku band senrice and its policies
restricting use of C-band inteontional feeds
virfiully eliminated any hope that normal
commercial practices would drive this indusfy.
"IndustqP" Iludly just a few thousrrd people out
of a population base of 16 million or so who had
found something more exciting to do with their
spae time (ard cash) than collecting starnps.

Suspecting ttrat PAS-2 could change his business
life, Cratt produced 25,000 copies of a 1995
catalogue that shortly became the hudwae bible of
a budding industry. Perhrys the 1995 AV-COMM
catalogue introduced more people to the world of
satellite TV that any other single effort ever
mounted in the Paci-fic.

The nature of the business at AV-COMM is in trmsition, more and more of it is commercial in
nature and the 1996 cdalogue reflects this churge. But huilly to the exclueion of the privde user.
Crffi, more than perh4s any other supplier to the satellite world in the Pacific, recogr.ises the
importance of the "enthusiast"; any perron who ovtrns and uses a satellite dish driven by desire,
not neceseity. For AV-COMhI, cdering to these individuals is good business and he has witnessed
many who begin witlt a single backyad dish mafure into installing dealers or evsn SMATV and
cable system operdors. It is this intemal trdrsition that has directed Craft's attention to the more
commercial hrdwue aspects of the industry.

More than ary year to date, 1996 is to be one of considerable industry transition. In fact, it may
well hrrn out to be the first year where we can honestly say, "there k an hdasty here." Gerrry
Cre iE one of a handfirl of pioneers who shrck with a disorganised cadre of enthusiasts to turn us
into ar industry. Good job Gury - may you continue to grow in 1996.

need more exercise.
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Ifs a dirty, cold, sometimes wet job but something has to do it. The antenna feed you
select must match the characteristics of your dish and reject noise and interference

from mother earth and terrestrial sources. Selecting a feed with the right
characteristics may be more complex than you thought (p.6).
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consumed with "beatinq the

sys tem.  "  H is  p ro fess iona l

l ives (there have been many)

hawe focused on unravel l inq

c losed shops ,  f iqh t inq

monopolies, and applyinq

technofoqy to manoeu\rre around

roadblocks. A pioneer in
n v i t r r f a  l i v l  i n a  n n a r a i - i n n
P ! f  v u L v  v P v r s r + v r r ,

his attenti-on turned to

telecommunicati-ons .

Ruther fo rd 's  l -eqa1 sk i l l s  as  a
patent attorney led him into

the mvsterious world of hYbrid

communicatlons, '  the marriaqe

of tel,ephone, data, video ald

remote control systems. Pacsat

was one result, '  a eable TV

consort ium (Greymouth,

cisborne, Wtranqarei in NZ)

using a Rutherford Patented
microwave del ivery technique

h e  c a 1 1 s  ' C e l I u l a r  V i s i o n ' .

Share his unigue perspective

at SPRSCS January 26 and put

your thinking cap on!
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AsiaSat 2 was successfully launched by Chinas Great
Wall Indushy Corporation Long March 2F rocket on 28
November per the announced schedule. One hour and
53 minutes later, the critical apogee kick motor fired lifring
AS2 in near geosynchronous transfer orbit. Telemehy
signals confirmed the satellite's conect posifon shortly
thereafier. AS2 should be at 100.5E before you read
these words and deployment (solar panels, hansmit and
receive antennas unfurling) should now be underway.

$a t  ?
Test signals are expected before the end of December {beacon at lF of 952.5
and 950.5 MHz, horizontal; see SF#11, p.6).

Deutsche Welle offcials in Austalia late in November denied earlier reports
they might begin AS-2 hansmissions in analogue pending large scale rollout of
DVB compliant MPEG receivers. AV-COMM's Garry Cratt reports his meetng
with DW revealed their lntelsat 180 lease {sharing WorldNet TR13; lF 1175)
expire$ in March, they will renew it until June and could delay start of 24 hour
MPEG until mid'96. Officialstom DWwillbe attending SPRSCS in January,
more sbaight anslvers at that [me.

RAJ-TV has been actively operaling in 12 kansponderformat but no
verincafon this is a permanent fDdure (G2, TR R6). IndMdual halves are
centred on 3660/1F1490 and 368811F1462. Signals of each half are not
balanced (1490 is sbonger) and the best is -1.5 to 2dB from their previous full
hansponder operation.

ATN is nou/ operatng half bansponder as $rell (G1, TR R6) with operating
tequencies of 3686/1F1464 and 3661/1F1489. Again, 1464 is the sbonger of
the two by severd dB (same programming as former ATN service). ATN Prime
at press-time seems to be going into programming around 1100UTC. A well
tuned 3.7m dish would produce ATN in full bansponder right at threshold level
in NewZealand;with half tansponder service, a dish of at least 5m willbe
required.

JSAT advises SF that JCSAT-3 will not funclion from NZAushalia with a Ku
uplink although Ku downlink is designed into bird. Any southern hemisphere
programmerwishing to use JCSAT-3 (severalare talking to themlwould uplink
on C-band, be cross sbapped inside of bird and come back to us on Ku.

Aushalian ATVI is canied on Rimsat G1(lF 1325) legdly, says Rimsafs VP
Tim Brewer. ATVI has contract to use AsiaNet bansponder during its'ofi hours'
and thus reaches lndian homes in large quantity via this rouling. Uplinking of
ATVI is being done fom Palapa B2P ATVI service by Rimsat at Subic Bay.

lleasat 1 , Mdaysian domestc satellite, should be tesling fom 91.5E by early
to mid-January. Very litfle has been published or announced concerning this
one, C-band coverage pattern looks similar to Palapa B2P which means OK
into northern Ausbalia; reports solicited.

Palapa B2P, now inclined orbit at 113E (SF#15, p. 2), is likely to be moved
to 134E (becoming more inclined by the month) afier c1 is operating at 113E.

Mubahy Philippines Satellite Corp 30 TR C-band + 12 TR Ku band bird
scheduled for December (1996) launch is likely to go to 144E, lots of potenffal
here {SF#10, p.2U.
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> 12 inputs (50-600 MHz)
> Excellent match and balancing on

all rnputs
> RackMounting all metal

shieldtng
NZ$240.89 (+gst)

TOIN DISTON|TII}II EEADEIID
OI}TPITT AI.I PI.IFIENS
> 45-550 MHz bandwidth

> 40 dB mor gain (0-20 dB control
range)

> O-20 dB lineartilt range
> -20 dB input outputtestpoints

> trush-pull hybridlC amp for
maximum reduction of distortion

products
> 5Gf channel capable

> All "F" fittings;230VAC
NZ$259.88 (+esQ

FBEQOE!{LY AEITE
PAL.E ITTODTITATT}SS

> Field adjustable from 40 - 550
MlIz in 25 kilohertz steps

> +l20dBuVouput
> Full level and modulation controls

> Last channel memoryPower
failure protection

) Saw frlter IF for clean adjacent
channel operation
NZ$e22.s6 (+gst)

SEE US - Booth 234-B-SPRSCS

FAR NORTH CABLE TV Ltd.
The Cable TV Store

Fax: 64-9-406-1083
Telephone 64-9-406-0651
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Not in my backyard. Chinese spy satellite {designated FSW-1}, weighing
2041k9 and size of compact car, is losing 5km alttude per day and expected
to encounter sufficient upper atmosphere drag to pull it back to earth as early
as March. Satellites and debris fall earthward weel$ but this one is so large,
and unfortunately equipped with Challenger s$e heat shields that it wi[
survive virtudf intact un$l lt hits ground. FSW-I was launched October 8,
1994, was supposed to return to earth on command from Chinese ground
conholoperators for recovery of shield protected satellite camera high density
film. Alas, it refused to respond to commands and turned fom conbolled to
fee fall. lf it hits your house you could probabty shke a bargain with Chinese
who presumably slillwantfilm back.

'Real' Dish Crane. ln SF#15 (p.4)we reported North Carolinafirm
Universd R&D was originator of tool that allows one man to safely lift dishes to
3.7m up sloping roof or tenain and place on pole mount. Gourmet
Entertaining's Jim Roberts did some digging; seems the honest to gosh 'firsf

creator of a dish crane is L.S. Engineering (1 10 Crocker St., Avoca, lowa
51521',te\.712-343-6676). Further, L.S. is looking for a South Pacific firm to
licence for building their dish lifling tool.

AV-Colrlil's dud-band, dual-mode feedhorn (SF#1 4, p.4) is delayed; fi rm
hopes to hare working models available for delivery during SPRSCS. Garry
Cratt aolises, '(Prototypes of) C-Mnd vercbn has been wor*ing fa *verd
months; it is not the deagning that tdres tfie lime, but rather aganHng to
have d of lhe spec@ptls manufactured.'

Sbaight Gdtry poop. 'Mole'fom Galary clandestinely advises'real
facts' concerning status of Gala<y MPEG servbe. We paraphrase report:

'GMy is using 65cm dishes for Sydney, Adelaide, Mehourne; other
capitol ci$es are 75cm (except Danrvin, Hobart); two-types at present;
Hills/Concenbic with voltage switching dualpole 1dB nf Marconi LNBF, and,
Microagel/Vinegard with same type of LNB manufetured by CalAmp;

' ThFd vveek in Decenberis internalty scheduled 'roll-out for DTH afier
which there will be no more'pre-installs'; cunent rate (early December) is
400-600 DTH systems nationally per day [works out to a/erage of 11,000 per
month-ed.l;

'Thae is no softwwe pffinthatcauses a 3 to 4 second delay (SF#15,
p.1). There is small 1 to 1.5 second delay which is normalfor DVB
reconstruclion (Gl Dlgicpher had same'problem') ;

'PACE DGT4W receiver,specmc for Galary, has external PCMCIA slot at
rear for condilional access module, requiring jumper cables. Cables are
radiating 25 MHz CPU clock signa.lwhich has harmonics well into VHF/UHF
TV bands. This wipes out subscriber's ofi-air tenestialrecep$on but $pically
has no ill efiect on satell[te delivered signals. This is a significant unresolved
problem.

'Condilionalaccess and encrypton sofiuvare hansmitted to homes has
proven to be highly unshble with fequent drop outs to subscribers,'

Related report. Steve Shap {Palanlir Communicalion Consultants.)
reports 'lnstds Menu PIN mcess fw DGT 400b 4252(SF#15, p.241.'





See No Evil

Imagine you:ue using an inexperxive pair of field
glasses and looking at the moon. With limited
magnification power, the field glasses fill your
eyepiece to approximate$ 50o/o with the moon's
surface. The balance of what you can see is deep
spaco beyond the moon.

Now imagine you are using a modest telescope
which is capable of magniffing the moon's image to
the point that all you see is the centre portion of the
moon's surface. You can pan (side to side motion)
the telescope on the mount and 'travel' across the
moon's surface from one edge to the other, as well as
'tilf the telescope (up and down) on the mount to
'travel'from the top edge to the bottom edge.

Finally imagine that you can adjust the range of
your telescope such that the full circle of the moon
precise$ fills your viewfinder. There is no 'deep

space' showing around the edges, and, you are not
clipping or missing any of the edge area either.

The feed on your satellite antenna shonld function
just like the third example:

1) It should'see'the full surface of the dish;
2) It should not look'over'the edge of the dish (at

the ground behind and around the dish).

Optical and Electrical
Our optics example almost perfect$ describes the

challenge faciry the designer of a satellite antenna
feed (antenna) system. The dish (moon) is a source
of reflected enerry that originated at the satellite. The

parabolic shaped reflector has two fiurctions in the
system. The first and most important is to intercept
the microwave frequency enefry radiated from the
selected satellite, turn it arormd (by reflecting it back
towards the satellite) and because of the precise$
shaped surface focus the reflected energr to a single
spot ('point') in front of the reflector. The second
function of the reflector is to block (as in get in the
way of) any ground hoise'which might otherwise
reach the feed anterma.

The reflector when propsrty 'pointed'looks direct$
at the satellite's location above the equator. The feed,
when correctly positioned 'points' directty at the
(centre of) the reflector. Thus the feed antenna,
absent a reflector, would point towards the ground.

The grorurd (whether dirt water or heary
vegetation) is a source of microwave noise. If you
have acce$s to a spectrun analyser, you can
demonstrate this fact to yourself by connecting your
feedhorn and LNB together, and then connect a
short length of coaxial cable from the spectrum
analyser to the LNB. Now turn on the analyser and
point the feedhorn anterma straight up, into the sky.
Hold it there and adjust the ana$ser for maximum
sensitivity. Next slowly rotate the LNB + feed
antenna downward so that it ends up pointing at the
ground proper. As a firrther demonstration, sit the
feedhorn directly on the ground with the feed mouth
(open part) directty pointed into the groturd. On the
analyser you should see the bottom trace line come

WHAT YOUR FEED SEES:
The Secret To A Successful Dish

F
C: Stuts (1, 3 or 4)
to hold fee4- E:
adjusbneds for dish
aligmrent.. F:
Stpport rm, dish
actuator. G: Dish
mowrting pipe.

Newcomer to Satellite TV? Start Here.
The satellite dish @) is a totally passive part of the reception system, no wires

attach to it, no electricity flows in or through it. It is a focusing'minof that
intercepts satellite signals, bouncing or refocusing them to a single'point' in

front of the curved dish surface. At this'focal point' isthe real antenna, called
a feed or feedhom (B) . And attached to the feedhom is the LNB (A; low noise
block downconverter) which does operate on electricity. The LNB is a signal

booster, or amplifier, increasing the received signals more than a million times
before sending them indoors to the balance of the receiver. The feed is like a
horse wearing blinders; by careful design it "sees" only the swface of the dish

and thafs important. If it sees over too wide an arc, it also sees the earth
(ground) behind the dish. Noise (not desirable) comes from the groturd and is
to be avoided. If the blinders' are too tightly forme4 the feed sees only the

centre of the dish and misses the signal coming from the edges. Selecting
a feed with "perfect vision" for yotr dish is essential.



Earth noise is around 300
degrees K(elvin) or an LNB

noise temperature of 3.08d8.
Your 20K LNB pointing up at

45 degrees sees noise of
0.29d8 in comparison.

up, higher on the
screerL indicating that
it is now measuring
noise; earth noise.

A fee4 when
mormted on a dislr,
that sees beyond the
edges of the dish
prop€r (i.e., like our
binocular experiment
where the moon only
filled a part of the
field of vision), will
add the noise from
the earth around the
dish to the signal
reflected from the
dish proper. This
noise will degrade the
quality of your
reception significant-
ty. Selecting the
correct feed for your
particular "dish

cun/e" is therefore
essential.

Fosal Length (0 to Diameter (d) Ratio
Not all reflector (dish) antenna strfaces follow the

same p,recise'curvah[e'formulae. If you know how
(you will - hang on) to measure a reflector surface
with a simple tape measure, and can multipty and
divide, you have the tools required-to determine the
precise focal length (D to diameter (d) ratio (fld) for
any dish. Ail feeds are designed for a specific (or
range of)fldratios. The tric( once you know the fld
for your particular reflector, is to locate and then use
the feed which has been designed to work with the
fld range that includes your reflector. By selecting
the wrong feed, you could easily (a) have a feed that
sees beyond the edges of the dish surface to the
ground below (which means it will pick up earth
noise; the binocular example), or, (b) sees only the
cenfre of the reflector which means you will not be
receiving and using the full dish surface to captre
satellite signal enorry (the high pow€r telescope
example)

Before we can calculate the fld we must know the
precise focal length. Focal length? That is the point
where the dish you are using wi[ focus the enerry
out in front of the reflector surface. When we know
the focal lengtll then we can calculate the fld. The
focal length is forurd using the formulae in figne 1.

1) Measure
the dish radius
(from the

*1
1
f
t

exact centre of
the dish in a
straight line to
the cunred-up
edge of the
dish; f'rft in
diagram 1)

To Calculate Focal Length
(Diagram 1)

2) Measure the depth ("D* in diagram one), which
is from the inside surface at the ceirtre of the dish
straight up (ouQ until you reach a point that is equal
to the sams culved edge of the dish. Here's a trick:
Lay a straight edge across the dish from the 3 o'clock
to the 9 o'clock position. Use the dish-side edge of
the straight edge to represent the point equd to the
top or outer curved edge of the dish. Now measure
from that point to the exact centre of the dish and
you have D.

tur4 follow the formula: f (focal length) is equal
to the radius squared (multipled by itself; divided by
4 times the dish depth (D). Lefs take a practical
example:

f) A 3 metre dish has an r of 1.5 metres;
2) And it has a depth of 0.75 metres
We square r (1.5 times 1.5) and it rs 2.25. Now we

multipty 4 times 0.75 and it is 3. To find f (focal
length) we then divide 2.25 by 3. The answer is
0.75metres.

At this point we are ready to calculate the fld (*).
We need to know this because all feed antenna
mantrfacturers speciff the performance of their feeds
as a range of fld numbers. Ideally, you will select a
feed that has your dish fld exactly in the middle of its
own range of f/d.

The f (focal lengh) of the dish is known from oru
calculation: 0.75 metres. The diameter of the dish is
the distance from one edge to the other edge: 3
o'clock to 9 o'clock, straight across the dish. In our
example it is 3 metres. The f (0.75) divided by the
diameter (3.0) is .25. Therefore this particular dish
wonld require a feed with an fld ranga that includes
.25 (wtrictt, incidental$, would be a very difficutt
feed to design).

*/ Don't be confused by the two different d/Ds here.
Small d (d) is diameter while big D (D) is depth. We use the
D to calculate the focal length and then discard it in favow
of the d which we use to calculate the ratio of focal length to

" r l
t : ; i i

diameter.



The Wronefld
An optical instrument such as a pair of binoculars

has a focus control and a zoom control that allows
you to enlarge (or make smaller) any object at the
focal point by adjusting the width of the field of
vision. With a zoom control, the larger you make the
object at the centre of the field of visio4 the
narrower the field becomes. You cannot duplicate
this continuous zooming action with a satellite feed;
it is designed to provide a set "degree of
magnification"; i.e., it comes out of the box to match
a certain "field of view" and changing tltis (f/d) is not
easi$ done in the field.

A "smart design" feed looks at the dish surface
with a "square noss" (see diagram 2). The blunt or
flat end represents equal "feed anterura gain" over
some number of "degrees" either side of dead ahead
(centre). However, iike any "directional" (works best
in one direction) antenna, the feed then loses gain
either side of the blunt nose. The designer can play
wilh how wide the blunt nose is, and how much less
gain the fed anterura will exhibit some ntunber of
degrees either side of the bhmt centre. But he cannot

Signolure o{
o 

'$li.ARI 
ftt0'
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Blunt nose at centre of feed antenna pattern is
signature of a "Smart Feed." Note gain at edge of

dish (62 degree illumination) is -1OdB from blunt end
(Diagram 2)

In this example (f/d = .33), feed antenna illuminates
reflector surface as shown in diagram 2 with edge-of

-dish feed gain at -10d8.
(Diagram 3)

E

Excessive
Spill*ver

design the feed such that it
looks at atl of the dish
surface with a bhmt nose,
and then suddenty has no
gain at the edges of the
dish. This is called the "feed

taper" which translates to
best gain at the (blunt)
Gentre, and less and less
gain away from the centre
towards the edges of the
dish.

Most designers try to

Facal
--" Poitll

Eackground
Noise - 3004K

Here dish is over illuminated with feed that sees beyond dish edges to ground
beyond; earth noise pickup is incresed, reception is degraded.

(Diagram 4)

achiele a fed that has 10 dB less gain at the edge of
the dish than at the centre of the distU and they also
try to make the blunt noise as "$vide" (in degrees) as
possible. In diagam 2, the feed has a bhrnt fuil-gain
centre of approximatety 20 degrees vision, and then
on either side from the blunt maximum gain point to
the edge of the dish the ugainu of the feed falls off
(drops) by 10 dB. This means:

1) That si$al striking around the edges of the dish
and reflecting towards the feed will be 10 dB weaker
than signals striking the centre of the dish and
bouncing back directty into the bhurt nose centre on
the dish;

2) In the worst case, earth noise will be -l0dB

(i.e., 10 dB weaker) at the point where the feed

With under illuminated dish, feed's -10d8 points are
well in from dish circumference thereby losing overall

system gain as outer portion contributes little.
(Diagram 5)

looks just ovsr and beyond the edge of the dish than
it would be if the earth noise came to the feed at the
blunt nose (centre) point of the feed's pattern.

Trade offs. If you could make the blunt nose
wider, then the "gainn of the feed at the edges of the
dish would be greater and earth noise would be
recEived with greater strength. This is called "over

illuminating" (seeing beyond the edges of; a dish. If

J



you make the blunt nose narrower, then the
illumination by the feed of the edge of the dish will
be lower (such as -15dB). This means the signal
reflecting from the outer portions of the dish 

-will

contribute less to the overall received signal and yotr
dish will end up with less gain than it is capable of
providing (gain being the sum of all signal captured
by the dish and reflected to the feed). This is ca[ed"under-illuminatingu the dish.

Proper illumination of a dish is shown in diagram
3; over illumination in diagam 4 and rmder_
illumination in diagram 5.

Pumoseful Under-Illumination
Would you knowingly replace yorn present LNB

with one rated at 300 degrees Kelvin? Olcorrse not;
It ull pt*tical purposes most if not all of your noise
free pictures would all but totally disappear!

AsiaSat 2 will be at or below 5 degree look angle
for New Zealand, under 3 degrees in FiiL *a
gradua$y better to the west. A satellite dish that will
look at AsiaSat 2 with an elwation angle of 20
degrees or less will have earth noise appearing in the
feed. The closer the feed is to the horizon the greater
the noise will be. At the horizon (0 degrees look
angle) earth noise will be 300 degrees Kefuin or
more.

You can reduce the earth noise contribution bv
under illuminating the dish. A dish with an fld of .i
for example, fed with a feed such as the ADL Rpl,
will have an illumination similar to that shown in
diagram 5. What this does is:

l) The feed sees onty the centre 620/o of the
reflector suface; the balance of the reflector
becomes a non-gain adding ''ahield,, against the
ingress of terresfiial noise; a "ring" of protection for
the feed.

- 2) The dish gain will be reduced (by several dB)
but earth noise will be reduced sven more and as a
result your carrier to noise ratio (the signal to
interference) will be enhanced.

On prpose rmder-illumination is a key tool in
dealing with other forms of terrestrially created
interference; such as comes from microwave links
operated by telecoms in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHzregion in
your vicinity, and, airport radars.

Remember that the real antenna is the feed horn
dwice, not the reflector, and if you can somehow
keep the unwanted ene(S/ (noise of TI - terrestrial
interference) from the feedhorn" you are way ahead.

Artwork appearing here courtesy ofADL, Simi Valley,
Califomia with tlranl<sl

TELffiT CQMniluNtcATroNs LnD-' 
f.- JrfJti i

SATELLITE TELEVISION CONSULXANTS. IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERSCONVENTIONAL MESH

INTRODUCING!the new
MICRO.MESH

MICRO-MESH ORBITROil

MICRO-MESH

A long awaited breakthrough in the Mesh Antenna Industry
Dramatic increase in KU reception - minimum 2.OdB c/n ra[io.
l_|grgryed par:abolic mesh panefs using Accu-FoRM pnocess
Mf RCO-MESH Increases the reflective irea by 42%
Retrofit your existing ORBITRON antenna using MICRO-MESH

Availabte now from rELSAr, your ORBITROII importer
+dlr _t -

17 westbaven crrove, po. Box rs3'l,palmerstonNortb, New z;,alard

MICRO.MESH

Tet (06) 3562'149 Fiax (oO 355-2141rnt'l +(64) 6-3ss-zt4l celular (o25) 4s4-94s



NARROWBAND:
DISTRIBUTING AUDIO SIGNALS

The expanded narrowband (audio) spectrum
available to you via satellite begs sharing. And the
easiest way to "share" is to connect the audio coming
out of a satellite receiver to a radio transmitter. You
may be able to cover your neighbourhood with one
or more of these audio services for less than
AA{Z$150.

In many regions of the world satellite delivered
radio programming has completd changed the face
of "networking" and thousands of radio transmitters
now operate virtual$ (or completd) unattended
with most of the programming coming in via one or
more satellite relays and localism (in the form of
hard disc or tape cartridge stored commercials and
arurouncements) ir{ected into the mix of
programming on command from subaudible "tone

cues." AsiaSat 2, now preparing for regular
operation at 100.5E, will carry several dozen audio
only sen'ices ranging from all news networks to a
wide variety of musical services. Some of these
sen/ices will be designed for commercial radio
networking others will be formatted for cable and
DTH in-home subscribers.

Virtually any audio source (including the aural
portion of TV programming) can be connected to
the input of a radio transmitter for coverage of jttst

your home, you immediate neighbourhood or an
entire town (*).

The most basic radio 'station' consists of a small

number of separate units. If your programming

source is the audio received from a satellite source'

everything but the actual transmitter and transmitting
antenna is eliminated. A transmitter operating within

the FM broadcast band (typically 88 to 100 or 108

MHz) is a logical choice since shirt pocket FM radios

are inexpensive, readi$ available, and transmission
range for even verT low powers is attractive.

And the best part: All of the component parts will

seem very farniliar to anyone who is comfortable
with a satellite DTH installation. You will be using

*/ Before rushing out to install your own radio transmitter,
ascertain how your national regulations apply. The
information presented here provides technical guidance but

does not deal in depth with the question oflicensing'

Share Your Wealth

the same cables, connectors and techniques you have
already mastered for DTH.

Range And Products Available
A 100 milliwatt (mW) FM transmitter connected

to a suitable antenna will cover an amazing distance;
typlcally up to a kilometre if you are not trying to
force the signal througlr a tall hill. Transmission
coverage in the FM broadcast frequency range
(88-108 MHz) is basically line of sight' which
suggests that the simplest way to increase the range is
to elevate the transmitting antenna higher above the
ground (or selecting an elevated site to install it). A
transmitting antenna 10 metres above ground
cornected to a 300mW transmitter will easi$ cover
5km line of sighf to a typical in-car FM radio.

FM transmitters in the 100 milliwatt range are
available from a number of sources 1l'*) and in many
countries they are licence-free (i.e., can be taken
direct$ from the box and put on the air as no licence
is required ['r*'{{l). Most such rurits have a built-in
vertical whip (transmitting) antenna and may be
licence free only if you use the antenna supplied; if
in doubt, check your local regulations. If your

regulations don't restrict the transmitting antenna to
the whip supplied replacing it with a home style FM

!agi' receiving antenna (used for transmitting) will
increase your transmission range by a factor of ten or
more. The replacernent of the whip supplied antenna
is simple enough:

1) Open the case and locate where the transmitter
output is connected to the whip antenna;

2) Careful$ disconnect the whip (typtca$ with a

small soldering tool to remove a connection);
3) Take a piece of RG-6AJ or larger (such as

Rc-llru) coaxial cable and solder the centre

conductor to the point where the whip was
previousty connected;

4) Now solder/attach the shield of the coax to the
'ground plane' (if in doubt where this is, obtain

advice first!) of the transmitter circuit board as close

:ilIyou can locate the ground plane to the coax centre

conductor connection point;
5) Run the coaxial cable to an FM outdoor type

'gain' receiving antenna, typicdly on a mast above
your house/shop;



It does not have to be complicated ...

Audio from satellite receiver modulates low power FM transmitter which radiates signal
_"*-;%!

Transmitting Antenna
s___

\ ___*

This 100mW FM band (88-1OB MHz) transmitter has a
built-in whip transmitting antenna (see text for
additional range) and front panelfrequency

adjustment. Simply find a clear frequency and adjust
the transmitter to that dial location (source: Av-Comm

Pty Ltd.). Yes - it does stereo too.

300mW Ven< transmitter was originally designed for
repetitous public service 4 minute message (for

tourist information) using internal solid state memory
audio'loop'. ln low power FM use it will accept direct

satellite audio. Transmitter is approved for
non-licensed use in NZ. (source: Vero< Digital FM)

I

W 
%:ss Effi#* 4ss-\*s#ff :,

Plug in audio source, connect power (runs on adapter
providing 6 volts DC) and go.

i..{il-

W
Y,;i;

Plug in audio, connect +12VDC and operate. Unit is
factory adjusted for frequency.

O If the FM receiving antenna is designed for
direct 75 ohm (coaxial cable) connectiorq hook it up.
If not connect it through an outdoor style T5 ohm to
300 ohm'matching transformer' (such transformers
will easity handls 30OmW of transmiUer powsr
without problems). This is shown in diagram form
on page 12. If you onty require coverage of your
home, the built-in whip antenna will allow you to
wander about the house and yard with a shirt pocket
FM radio and take your favourite satellite sounds (or
TV audio) with you! And there is no reason why you
cannot install sweral transmitters, each on its own

frequency within the 88-100 (l0S) MHz band, and
each connected to from a separate
satellite (audio) receiver. There is no rule that says
you must stay sitting in front of a TV set to eqioy the
sounds of satellite.
Range

If you own a cordless telephone (extension), you
are already acquainted with dead spots and coverage
to be anticipated at VHF. You can be guided by this
practical experience as the range of a l00mW"wireless FM broadcaster" equipped with its own
whip antenna will be similar. 

- 
lust moving the unit

'r*l Av-CoMM Pty Lt4 Po Box 225, BalgowlatL NSW (Austalia); Ven Dlgital FM Lt4 18 Spencer Rd, Browns Bay,
Auckland; Satpaciffc Satelllte Systems, 8A Dee St., Timanr (NZ).

***/ Austalia allows FM band transmitters up to l0 watts in power in rural areas, lower power in suburban areas with
minimal licensing requirements while New Zealand allows approved tansmitters ofup to :'oomw to operate in the 100 MHz
region with no licence at all. check with equipment suppliers for details.



PUT ON
A GENUINE

Alv{ERICAl\
HAPPY FACE...

GMil
C O U N T R Y  T f , U 3 I C  T E T E Y I g I O N

o CMT is an American original. The only all video, all
country music TV network. 24 hours of non-stop top hits

and hot new music - without veejay intemrptionsl
r Now available throughout the Pacific on PAS-2, to
SPACE Pacif.c members, in firll stereo SA digital.

r SPACE individuat (home DTH) members:US$50 per
year in NZ, 3 year minimum outside of NZ. Commercial

rates for motels, SMATV, cable upon request.
NOTE: Requires SA D9222 IRD with dish typically 2.4 to
3m. IRDs available through SPACE Dealer Members &

Telsat Communications.

The new 1995 AV-COM$I
SATSLLITE TV
CATALOGUE, conlains
up to the minute information
on all available satellites
and equipment needed
to receive them.

Contains ile{ailed
information on oYer
150 producls covering
all aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For your IR{0 copy of the new
1995 AV-COMM CATALOGUE
simply complete the coupon
below and send toi
AV.COMM MY LTD.
P.0. Box 225, Balgorvlah r-SW 2093.

Please send $je a fRfE copy of |te ?995
AV.CAMM Ssleilte ry CataloE3e

AV.COMM FTY LTD
A,S-N. 0t:J 17' i7A

1 98 Condsmine Street,
Balgowlah N$W 2093

Tel: (02) 949 74171948 2667
Fax: (02) 949 7095

Directional
antenna
increases
coverage

(and whip antenna) to a higtrer location on your
home or shop will usual$ improve the range.

Logc suggests, howwer, that replacing the no-gain
whip with a suitable outdoor anterm4 and insta[ing
the anterma on a mast on yorr roof (or some other
suitable high' point) will greatly increase the range.
There is a trade off; an outdoor antenna requires
transmission line and that line will have loss. To
reali"e the additional coverage power of an outdoor,
elevated antenn4 carefully select low-loss cable.
Here is what you can expect with l00mW of power
(300 mW will be approximate$ 20a/o greater in
coverage and'fill in'dead spots better):

Simple Dipole Antenna (360 degree/circle coverage)

(kml 3.6 6.2

4 element gain antenna in favoured direction

RG6IU coaxial
cable to

7.25.{

9.2m
6.6m
3.3ii-

- - i - - -  - i - - - - - i - - - - - - : - - -  - -  - !

(kml 4.3 5.7

If you live in an aroa where specified transmitters
(such as the Ve>or unit in New Zealand) are
licence-free, by combining the built-in digtally stored
message loop with a satellite fed programme service,
you could wen staf,t up a neigfubourhood radio
station using the message loop for announcements
that inject themselves on'sue'.

7.96.8

I



As sEEN rN
SITICON CHIP

Jurr 95

SATELLITE RECEIVER SHORTFORM KIT* cAr+r<r 0oo

BUI1D YOUR OW]I SATE11ITE RECEIUER
AND SAYE $$$!I

WHAT YOU GET*
o Preossembled ond tested Receiver Module.
o lF ond Audio Tuning l0 Turn Potentiometers.
o Aluminium Boseplote.
o Front ond Reor Ponel Decols.
. Assembly Instructions.
. Exclusive "Kil Repoir Service"
As an AV-COMM cuslomer you also
hqve access ]o our complimentary
SatetliTrc Newslelters, Special Prcduc]
Offers, and Frequenl Buyer CIvb.

SPECIFICATIONS
lnput Frequency: 950 - l750MHz
Input Level: -65 to -25dBm
Stotic Threshold: 7 dB Tvpicol
lf Bondwidth: I 5/22MHz
Video Output: lV P - P
Audio Outpur l.5V P - P
Modulotor Output: VHF Chonnel 3/4

FEATURES
. Widebond lF input. . C/K switchoble.
. Mechqnicol Skew. . Duol lF Bondwidth
. 14/18V LNB Switching.

FFERS
K BAND: 1.6M Ground Mount Dish,
Duol Polority LNBE, 25 Metres RG - 6/U Coox,
ond Kl 000-Shorr Form Kir .......$684

C BAND:3 Metre Dish With Trocking Mount,
Servo Feedhorn, 20 K tNB, 25 Metretoox

Iii:__Tl:::tit:_-iY*
lYES OrARRV Please send me morc info...

Name:

P'code:_



* * * * * * * *

UNCLE
BAYSAT

says ...

XMAS rS
COMING!

* * * * * * * *

Do you have a home or shop satellite system yet? Those who do will enjoy spending
spare time over the holidays 'tweaking' their systems and coming to grips with the

technology. What? You don't have a satellite system? Pick up the telephone and call
us NOW. We can have a complete system* delivered to you within 48 hours! Treat

yourself to a Christmas present that keeps on giving ... knowledge that will prepare you
for the rapidly approaching time when DTH customers queue up for installs.

Don't wait for the January show or Palapa C1 - you could be leaving it until too late.
Get the jump on others who will surely follow in your footsteps during early 1996.
Our legendary telephone assistance and in-house training videos will help you to

build the awesome demonstration system you dream about. Bay Satellite offers the
world-class quality and dependability of Paraclipse, the technical superiority of the

Palcom SL-7900RP; an unbeatable combination! Are you a member of SPACE
Pacific? Ask about our special package and pricing for lnstaller/Dealer Members of
SPACE - big savings from our regular trade pricing!!! And remember - Bay Satellite

accepts VISA/Mastercard with no surcharge. PLUS - we can also offer you a
finance package** through AGC; call us for details. Bay Satellite has the best

equipment, the best support, and now the widest choice in financing terms. With all
of the new satellites in 1996 - TODAY is the time to buy!

xrequires assembly **normal lending criteria applies

)
c

)

BAY SATELLITE TV LTD
PO Box 1 4050 . Hastings . New Zealand . Tel toll free 0508-DISH-4-U (.)

Int. 64-6-878-9081 . Fax 64-6-878-5994
E-mail john@baysat.co.nz (.0508-347-448)
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sL-8000RP

4500 years ago, the Eglprians

were so fo, aduance d in

building r.eclmology that the

D^lramid.s were consid.ered, to

be one of thc Seuen Wonders

f  |  1 1oJ the World. Today, srill

standing, these magnificent

shrines to the achieuements of

I  r r .man leaqte us marvelling at the

skill clnd dedication of these
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Its uniqw moting Pictwe'in.PictLtre feature pemits the oieuing
of tuo cAanneLs at a/re same rlme (on one TV or tuo) or
uatching one cAannei whilst recottling another. Mix rmges /rom
satellite mtl renestriol TV, sarellire TV uirh VCR plalbrcL or
satellite TtI m.d. securitJ camerd autput with a choice of picwe
si{€ Jm edch iroge solrce.

The ueakest signals m1 be rieued ming rhe Palcom los tincsho?
tuning facility producrng improuecl video and. audia t)el-t'omance .

A builtin mtentw posirioner proui.l€s access to all cunenl
satellites

500 ClranneLs . 2 Tuners . 3 lF lnpars . Weak signalYideo nd

Ardio processing . HiFi 1600 r Srereo Audio processing

(sunound) . On Screen Displal in 6 iangmges r Chonnel

Ndming . Sdaellit€ Ndming r 616 to-* . Decoder Naming
. 16 Local Oscillator presers (aijuuabb) . 22kHz Tone

SuitcAiag . Global and Fine Ferro/Sireu acljustment .

Alphanumeric Channel List . Fawwite Chmel Fmction t

16 Preset Exterul Decoder configwations r lnreml VideoCrypt

rcoiy c Timer I Prioitl isuirching for TV and VCR

AV Comm PTY tTD 
'l 
98 Condomine Street BALGOWLAH NSW 2093 Iel: 02-949 7417 /948 2667 Fox: 02 949 7095

Boy Sotef lire ry tTD PO Box 14050 HASTINGS NEW ZEALAND Tel: 06 828 9081 Fox: 06 878 5994



Heart Of A Systern - Part Three:

Peaking a dish anteirna system for maximum signal
can be a frustrating experience, complicated by the
fact that when a satellite delivers marginal service to
your installation signal lwel changes of less than
0.5d8 can make significant differences to the quality
of reception. "Squeezing the last dB" out of a dish
requires cofirmon sense and some form of signal
level measurernent more sophisticated than using
your eyeballs while watching a TV receiver screen
for fewer or more sparklies.

If your dish is parabolic (as virtually all C-band
antennas are supposed to be) there are imaginary but
very real "lines of
alignmeirt" at work.
The satellite is at
such a distance as to
be a "point sigrat
soufce"; no matter
where the signal
strikes on the dish
surface the signal
strikes the dish
reflector surface at
precise$ the same
angle. If the installer
does his job properly,
the feed antenna is
not on$ located at
the dish "focal point"

(where all reflector gathered signals converge) but it
is also aligned to point precise$ at the centre of the
dish, no matter how you view it. A feed that is
"cocked" to point left or right, up or down from
cenfre of the dish will cause your dish alignment
process to go bad$ askew.

When the feed is properly positioned and aligne{
you will find the best satellite signal level only when
the dish reflector surface cenhe is pointing squarely
at the "satellite point source." Thus there will be an
imaginary but very dernanding line that flows from
the exact centre of the dish through the exact centre

of the feed and
upward into space,
ending only at the
satellite point source.

A test instrument
that tells you whether
you ate receiving
more or less signal,
as you move the dish
in azimuth -easVwest

or elevation-up/down
is essential. Unfor-
funate$, many
satellite srgnals vary
in level as transmitted
on their own and it is
difficult to determine

DISH MOUNTING BASICS

LIFT up (elevation change) PUSH from side (azimuth change)

SATELLITE
Point source Push here:

Moves
alignment
"easf,' 

I

a \ 1 , "g"Alignment:
Centre of dish
through feed centre
to satellite "point source"

Push here: Moves
alignment upwards



LOOK MA - NO TIANDS!

This is one of those creations you wish you had thought of yourself Anyone who has ever attempted to align a dislq alone,
while watching a meter or TV monitor for some indication of 'best signal' can appreciate a device that allows you to firllyconcentate on the dish adjustnents. Creator Jim Roberts well understands eyesight is not the only ,sense, available. After
bnefly considering taste and smell, he hit upon sound as an indication of rehtive"slgnat shength. Dish-pert Tim Alderman
calls it 'Yellow Bird' (the high impact metal case is an unmistakable vivid yellowj Roberts, perhaps keyrng off of the
customised electonic sound it emits when your dish finds one or more si$als, calls it a Spectrum Analy,,rzz,,sy. Everyone
else calls it CanarT because it is yellow and it sings.

Yellow Bird is a sensitive broadband (950-1450 MHz is included in its bandwidth) detector. tl instalts anyplace in the IF line
between receiver (which supplies 13-18 volts for the LNB) and LNBlfeed. Say you put it at the dish even if the receiver is
indoors. Power from the receiver passes through Yellow Bird to the LNB. When you move the dish and it enco'nters asatellite the LNB responds sending si$als down the coax line to the receiver elong the way they pass through the Cmary
and it detects their presence. A squeal (7'77!) emits from the tiny in-built speaker. The louier ttre squeat, th'e shonger the
signal. v/ith yoru eyes firlly on your adjustnents, you simply peak for loud est,,z.zz.,,

Canary is veV small (60 x 55 x 30mm) and rugged. It can install nght at the output of the LNB fiumper cable supplied),
anlplace in the down line, or inside. Two tip-point meter jacks allow you to plug in virtually any low-cost multi-meter to read
voltage (0-3 volts DC) or cunent (0-2mA). This hlls lhe "ZZZ" from the speaker while you ,tudy o, write down the meter
numbers' It doesn't care whether slgnals are C or Ku n origin, analogue-or digltal tt sings the same song. With Arc-Set
(SF#15' p' 19) and Yellow Bird in your vest shirt pocket, you are a firlly equipped satellite teckie. Canary: Under US$100
fromGourmetEntertaining,3gl5CamavonWay,LosAngeles, Ca.90027;faxzt:-ooo-Z442.tel.zt3-666-272g

whether the signals change you see is because of
something you have done, or because the picture
content has changed (thereby causing a spectrum
anal5rser, for example, to display a reduced signal
level display; see boxed materia[ above).

Virtually any dish mounting system has a small
element of 'slop' (movement), even when every bolt
has been tightened. By purposefully not tightening
the last 112 tvrrr on appropriate mounting bolts, you
can create a rigid but flexible rmder pressure dish.
Now by selecting two points on the outer rim of the
dish you can (gently!) push on the dish to move the
reflector up or down (a change in elevation) or left
or right (a change in azimuth). However you are
measuring the signal at the point, as you push
observe the change in signal lwel. Getting under the
dish and lifting upwards changes the elevation;
pushing from one side changes the azimuth. Of these
two "tests," a dish equipped with an actuator for

Clarke Orbit Belt tracking can duplicate the azimuth
pushing and pulling but not the elevation "tweaking."

A fixed (non-motorised) dish is anything but
unconditionally stable after installation. Mesh surface
dishes designed for hacking transmit all of the
stresses of wind through vibration to the pole mount.
The metal parts located where the morurt secures to
the dish back plate are subject to constantty changing
stresses. These stresses aause the metal parts to flex
and this works bolts and their companion nuts loose
over time. After a couple of hearry wind storms
mount to dish back plate hardware typicalty loosens
just enouglr to allow the dish to "droop' (change in
elevation) or rest left or right (change in azimuth) of
its original aligned position. Nahral$ the signal
degrades as a result of this change in ahgnmant. An
installer may be able to reduce this wind load dish
realignment degradation by double nutting key
locations; a subject we will visit in SF#IB.

W'ffiffiffi



Part Two of TED Receiver:

PICTURE IN A PICTURE.
PALCOM SL.SOOO

Threshold extension is a buzz phrase in many
advertising claims. SF first looked at "below

threshold" reception techniques in nurnbers 4, 5 and
6, focusing on a device known as Dgitex built by a
German high tech house. The phrase is often used
when the receiver manufacturer does nothing more
than simpty reduce the IF bandwidth below the
nominal 27 Trftlz industry standard. As we saw in
SF4 and 5, reducing the bandwidth also reduces
image detail and typicaly distorts sync as well
resulting ion pictures that may have fewer apparent
sparklies but the trade off is that they "jitter" (vibrate
rapidly). It is not a good trade.

h SF#15 we reviewed with the help of Tokyo
resident Harald Steiner the Palcom SL7900-RP and
determined that however they do it, Palcom has a
below threshold recEiver that actual$ does improve
the picture clarity without introducing image
vibration.

The SL-8000RP is the top dollar model in the line.
For weak signal performance' a user would be hard
pressed to tell the 7900 from the 8000 SaIFACTS
received for test througlr New Zealand distributor
Bay Satellite. Nothing in the 8000 makes it work
better (or worse) than the 7900. But the 8000 costs
significantly mors money.

The reason is in four words: Picture In A Picture.
'PIP' is hardty new to home TV systems; many
VCRs offer this feature as do higher priced home
TV receivers. The object is that you have the ability
to watch one TV programme 'fiilI screen' while
simultaneously inserting a second prograxnme image
in a comer (you select the comer with commands) of
the screen. What makes the 8000 unique in our
world is that both images can be satellite and if you
have the appropriate dish feed or multiple dishes the
corner image can be coming from (a) the same
polarity on the same satellite as the primary image,
or, (b) the opposite polarity on the same satellite, or,
(c) another satellite through a second dish. So in
effect you have two satellite receivers inside of the
8000 and their outputs are 'married' on the screen
such that either one can be the main image and the
other will automatically become the secondary corner

PIP - NHK (PAS-2) with CNN in (right hand lower)
corner box insert. You can command the box around

the screen and select virtually any input source.

image. An4 because both are processed with the
Palcom threshold extension demodulator circuitry, it
is a bit like owning two SL-7900RP receivers.
Suddenly the SL-8000RP top end price no longer
seems so extravagant.

Three IF Inputs
The major outside apparent change between the

7900 and 8000 is that the top end unit has a trio of
IF inputs. Inputs A and C are used when you wish
to view two signal sotrces simultaneously. Inside
there are two tuners and using the remote control
commands you select which input goes to each
tuner.

As with the 7900, the 8000 comes out of the box
pre-programmsd by the factory with 500 European
satellite TV channels in place. If you want to feel
very down for several hours, soroll through the
channels and read the on-screen designators for each
channel on the screen: all 500 of them. Some of us

One Obvious Dlfference:
SL-8000RP has three

lF inputs at back left-upper
corner.



in the Pacific would be ec.static to have 5 channels to
select from and all of us would dwelop an
accelerated heart beat if we had 50. Pity our poor
European cousins and their 500 already programmed
in place by the well meaning Palcom factory. Alas,
for each of the 500 channels in memory thers is also
in memory the specifics of that charurel's audio, the
appropriate LNB L0' (local oscillator) frequency,
the IF frequency and more. And since all 500 of
these channels are at Ku band, before you can even
do a quick run through the receiver must be
reprogrammed (on at least one memory channel
position) with C-band information.

This is not anyone's fault merely a fact of life.
You will not take either Palcom receiver from the
carton and have pictures instantty. You are forced to
at least study portions of the (excellent) manual
before you can even find C-band (*). To test PIP
you must reprogram a minimum of two me�mory
positions with new C-band information; each
memory channel holds the information required to
locate and recall a single transpondor. PIP works by
selecting one memory position for the primary image
and a second for the PIP (corner) image. Once you
have thein on screen (it does get faster with
practice!) you can switch the comer insert to firll
screen (and the full screen to the corner) with a
single remote button stroke. The audio always
follows the primary image.

Suggestions For the 8100
Undoubtedly there will one day be an SL-8100RP.

We have a few suggestions for that unit's designers:
1) Give us non-SCART lead RCA jack outputs (in

addition to the SCART leads) for the video and the
main (rigtrt channel) audio. SCART leads are not
common out here yet, and even if they were,
because none is provided with either receiver there
are dashed expectations as you open the box and
slowty realise you cannot plug it in and make it play
because lacking a SCART lead there is no way to
extract video and audio for a monitor or modulator.

*l Programming for Pacific satellites will now be made
easier because Palcom distibutors are being equipped with
a (model IR-100) wireless data tansfer intelligent remote
contol. After one receiver has been thoroughly
reprogrammed for Pacifc region use, that receiveds
memorised satellite by satellite, harsponder by tarsponder
settings are tansferred from the IR-100 to every successive
receiver in one magic burst of data. This will allow Palcom
dealers to reprogramme an existing customet's receiver with
all of the settings for new satellites and new tansponders
with a five minute (or less) senrice call. Life just got better.

SCART lead "Monster Cable" is required to get video
and audio from receiver; it is not included in carton.

This extra video and audio output will also be handy
whsn you need twin outputs for simultaneous taping
and modulating and do not have SCART cords
available.

' The back deck of the 8000 has separate SCART
cord outputs for a TV set and a VCR. In effect you
can send one hmer throqh the TV set SCART cord
and the second channel througfu the VCR SCART
line. Think about that for a moment: The top
performance of the SL-7900RP, times two, from a
single receiver. Now, if you were building a SMATV
systern you could double up two full-time
programme channels through the same receiver,
customise each transponder with the TED and other
command options, and give the SMATV system two
complete TED processed transponders for the price
of the 8000. Now, if we could squeeze a third tuner
inside the case ...

Wrap Up
These are excellent receivers. If there is a

weakness, it is human nature - the mcontrollable
urge to rip open the carton, plug it in and make it
play. When the 7900 or 8000 unit goes through a
Pacific area distributor (**) who pre-programs it for
Pacific satellites and transpondem, you can do this.
Further, any dealer handling even a few of these
units per year will mdoubtedly consider having the
IR-100 data transfer unit in his shop so as to be able
to update his "rraster" with ncw satellites and
transponders for quick downloading to ffield
customer units.

If there is a better receiver out there for the middle
and topend consumer in the Pacific, we have yet to
test it.

**/ Present dishibutors are Bay Satellite Limited (PO Box
14050, Hastings, NZ) and Av-Comm Fty. Ltd. (PO Box
225, BalgowlatL NSW 2093, Austalia).
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The average TV viewer has absolutely no concept
of what satellite television is, how it works, what can
be received with a home dish system. That is
unfortunate because before you can "sell" the
programming services available, first you must sell
the concept.

The SPACE Pacific booklet "SATELLITE

TELEWSION: All You Need To Know,,was created
to simpliS the task of any DTH equipment seller in
explaining the concept. It has been modestly
successful and there is room for improvement.

During SPRSCS, SPACE is sponsoring a 3 week
promotional campaign using Auckland's FM Country
Radio station. The radio station is co-hosting the
SPRSCS Country Music Television "live stage
shol" Saturday January 27 at SPRSCS and leading
up to the elent it will be promoting a listener contest
rvith a complete home dish system (and CMT
subscription including D9222 receiver) as a grand
prize. L--l\{T's Jo Thompson will draw the lucky
wirurer from the entry barrel during her stage show.
ln this way FM Country Radio will be promoting
and encouraging listeners to attend the January 27th"()pen Public Day" at the trade show. We anticipate
a crowd of up to 5,000 country music fans (and
others) for the event. And every one of these people
is a potential buyer of a DTH system because of
their interest in country music.

Alas, we are barely denting the potential
marketplace. Where to from here? Several dealer
members believe the answer is local advertising and
at least one distributor, Bay Satellite, agrees. By

providing dealers with an "advertising allowance"
each time they purchase product (antennas,
receivers, component parts) from Bay Satellite, the
firm helps to fund local newspaper and radio
advertising for the dealer. Agaur, a good start but is it
enough?

SPACE has carefully researched national
advertising in relevant print media (such as television
gurde publications) for both Australia and New
Zealand; even a modest budget for four full pages
spread through a 52 week period (such as at L43
week intervals) is well into "five figures" (i.e.,
$XX,XXX) for each country. A relevant question is,"Lacking the multiple channel English language
programming of Palapa Cl or AsiaSat 2, are we
really ready to conduct'mass' advertising?"

Splinter markets, groups such as Hindi speaking
Indians, Tamil speaking Sri Lankans and Indians,
Mandarin speaking Chinese or the Japanese may not
be reached most cost effectively through television
programming guides. Any ethnic group of even
modest size has its own "newspaper" in both
Australia and New Zealand and through these pages
you are likely to reach a target audience for (ethnic
directed) DTH system advertising. Unfortunately,
most ethnic groups cluster in major cities and most
DTH dealers are in more rural areas. So you end up
with ethnic markets located where the dealers are
not, and vice versa. This makes it difficult to mount
an advertising campaign that assists even a majority
of the dealers. In smaller towns, which is where most
dealers operate, they already know how to find the

BENEFITS OF BELONGING TO SPACE
SPACE is people, -iust like you, shiving to create a satellite television receiving world rn the pacific ocean Region. SpACE is

f,rms who may compete rn the marketplace, but realise that before we worry about competiton we must create the
ntarketplace. SPACE is a hade association embodyng all levels of DTH (direct to home), cable (including SMATV) and

rebroadcast services There is room for you, your firm in SPACE because m unity and co-operation there is stengttr. There is
an "industry"' here, just as in other portions of the world satellite television has become the leading provider of

telecommunication serr.ices. To query membership, see request card on page 30
in this issue of SaIFACTS.



handful of local ethnic people who reside there; they
don't really require a massive campaign.

Then there is the "arritude" challenge. Although
SPACE support from Installer/Dealer menrbers is
excellent (the largest category of membership at this
time), a majority of these firms say they are involved
with TVRO "at this st4ge" to "be in on the ground
floor." A majority still do not beliwe they have
arything to sell, or enough to sell to make a business.
Those who are activety marketing systems are
tapping into the ethnic market; in New Zealmd and
Australia the NHK service, for example, has been
responsible for the majority of private home systems
sold during the past 90 days. The Indian/Tamil
market is proving more difficult to turn on, perhaps
because the best signal of all (RAJ-TV) is in fact
Tamil language and the vast majority of Indians are
not conversant nor comfortable with that language.
The Mandarin (Cantonese) market, sizeable and
usualty able to afford purchases such as the home
dish systenq is too new to measure yet as CCTV has
been commercially available for only one month.
The Chinese we have surveyed rate the programming
very high$, ap'preciate there is no month$ fee, but
balk at having to pay more for the IRD than typically
the balance of the qystem (antenn4 motor drive,
LNB, feed et al) cost them. A dealer who honest$
explains that the SIA D9222IRD is possibg only
"interim technolory" is firrther disadvantaged by the
situation. Wheir S/A no longer supports the D9222
format, the receiver won't be good for much but as a
mlrseum plece.

These are some of the practical p,roblems facing
today's first wave of TVRO sellers in the pacific.
Strong signals loaded with programming from
AsiaSat 2 xtd Palapa Cl will allwiate many of these
p,roblems but the exact coverage and the p,recise
services to be offered in the (south) Pacific beams of
these two satellites is still an unknown.

SPACE has scheduled a marketing forum for
Saturday January 27th for members attending
SPRSCS '96. At that forum we will share concerns,
suggestions for more effective of our
systems, and hope to arrive at a consensus of
membership opinion as to how we will proceed as a
unified body during 1996. Between now and "the

show" we encourage you to formulate your own
thinking about this critical aspect of our industry's
immediate future. And we'll see you at "the show"
where all of this will come into better focus.
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Observer David Leach (Newcastle, NSIIV) reports a telephone
conversation vrith Asiasat 2 the evening of 6 December; they
plan to have STAR TV, DW, (Chinese) Milltary radio seryices
on Gband, a single Ku (encrypted) transponder operating by
late January.' Keep your eyes glued to 100.5E for the first

signs of this new satellite!

New programmers for PAS-2 include Bloomberg
Information Television (MPEG, C-band) and Taiwan Asia
Space Cable CIASC) on the Ku China Beam footprint.
PanAmSat claims to have contacts with "more than 40 TV
programme providers" and includes in the list another new
one: Disney. The Disney Entertainment Channel is cunently
being intoduced to cable TV systems in Taiwan and other
select Asian markets. Obviously most of these programmers
are using MPEG format of one form or another and their
presence is only known if arurorurced by either the
progmmmer or PanAmSat. Bloomberg lnformation Television
is a business seryice similar in concept to ABN and ANBC.
Most of the MPEG services are using the Scientific Atlanta
hardware and 1.5 protocol. There are two versions of this:
TDM which simply means two or more separate programmers
can occupy the same tansponder simultaneously and be
received (if authorised) by the D9222 (IDM format) receiver,
and FDM which allows only a single TV programme per
carrier. T\e D9222 receivers are unfortunately available as
either TDM or FDM and TDM is the most corlmon format.
Television Corporation of Singapore, however, initially
selected the FDM format (it uplinks itself from Singapore) and
thus D9222 receivers in use for other services (such as ABN)
carmot be co-authorised for TCS since their FDM format will
not "play" on the TDM format receivers. Got thaf.7

Observer Anthony Williams (Geelong, Victoria) reports
JCSATs Hawaii beam service on 3980/IFl167 is Pl on a KTI
3.7m dish and Echostar SR8700 receiver. He also finds the
B2P services (always marginal) on (IF) 1320, 1290, 1250 and
1170 have steadily improved in quality over the past four
weeks; possibly because this satellite has gone into an inclined
orbit configuation (SF#16, p.2). lt will be interesting to
compare the signals on changeover day (forecast sometime in
late February-March) when Cl replaces B2P.

Regarding appearance of Austalian Television Intemational
(ATVI; SF#15, p.26),normally on B2P but seen of late as well
on Rimsat Gl Asianet (IF 1325). Rimsat's Tim Brewer advises
this is being done under contact, the ATVI sen'ice is picked
up at Subic Bay (Rimsat) uplink site and relayed onto Gl for
those day parts when Asianet is not operating.

Austalian Far North Observer Shane Wilson (Mareeba,
Qld) agrees that all 12180 signals are now of better level and

grades WorldNet as P5
"in wide IF position
Cherokee receiver." He
ponders since Il80 is the
same bird whether
Intelsat uplinks have
simply upped their
to-satellite power levels.
He also reports AZTV on
Gorizont 25 (103E) as P2;
is this the APNA service
Shane? Brian Oliver with
the Auckland University
73m dish has also
recently seen sigrs of the
APNA service from l03E
but at very low levels.
JCSAT-3's (Hawal
beam) test card is P2 at
his location.

David Pemberton
fNSm is the first
Observer to report use
the Palcom SL8000-RP
receiver. He notes, ".I/ is
gFeat!" His report includes watchable reception from New
South Wales on PAS-2 Ku China beam service for tluee
analogue tansponders; most impressive. He believes the
China beam IF 1034 frequency previously used by Orient
Satellite Commrmications (SF#12, p.24) is not where their new
MPEG feed is located; he finds Sylmar test card on that IF
now in analogue. He also fornd Reuters on Ku IF of 1482
(vertical) feeding out of Japan and finds feeds into Austalia
now common on Ku. Apparenfly more Observer time should
be spent on PAS-2 Ku by more people; there is activity therel

China Cental Television (CCTU source Harry Guo
flMestlite Electonics, I 17 Peninsula Rd., Maylands, WA 6051,
Austalia; tel [6 I ] [9] -370-5573 ; fu 16rl l9)l-27 2 -3060) rep orts
a special offer between now and 3l December; any owner of
an S/A MPEG D9222 receiver purchased before 30 November
can have the receiver authorised for CCTV reception without
charge. The application form for this free-CCTV-turn-on is
available from Harry or by fax from SPACE Pacffic

GONE but not forgotten.
General Instrument Digicipher
service on Optus 81 for Galaxy
has ceased, running this
announcement on all
programme channels for the
last 6 hours of transmission.
Now that it is gone we can
report the service was totally
clean on a 2.1m dish in New
Zealand (where this photo was
taken) from March to close
down. Unfortunately, the
NTUPace/lredito service on
Optus 83 is several dB below
threshold on the same system.

WITH T}IE OBSERVERS
Reports of recent changes in satellite operations, pro$arnmer sources, equipment changes are encouraged from readers

throughout the Pacific Ocean Region (POR). Information shared here is a valuable asset towards increasing our collective
knowledge and understanding of the POR satellite 'universe'. Off-screerq systern, persormel photos are encouraged.

Off-screen photos: Set camera to 8.5 to 5, use ASAI00 speed film, shutter speed to l/l5th second (PAt, SECAM) or l/3Ottr
(\ITSC); do not use flash, hold camera stable after focusing on screen. Altemately, record on any format VHS tape and send
tape to SaIFACTS for photographing. Deadline for January SF #17 is 5PM January 4; you may fax reports to 64-9-406-1083.

Obsewers will gather at Technicians and Testing Room at SPRSCS January
23-27'-see vou therel
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SUBSCRIPTIONS, DEEODERS, & TVRO IIARDWARE TO

ENABLE YOU TO REEEIVE TIIESE ENANNETS ARE
AVAITABLE FROM:

IH,SA7 CONilMUNICANONS LTD
rr.Jtr -i -

I 7 Wcsthrrcn Crr$rc, nO. Bor t 537, hlncrstm Nortlt Ncw Zcalnrd
Tel: (06) x&n49 Fax (06) 355-2141 hrl +(d4) G3sj-2141 Celtular {020 4se94s

SOLUTIO]VS
FOR A NEW ERA OF SATELLITE TELEVISION
AND A WONDERFUTT CIIRISTT}TAS GIFT

IDEA FOR TIIE TUIIOTE
CMT the only all video, all country
music channel available worldwide,
providing a non-stop playlist of chart
topping and hot new counry music

24 hours a My,7 days a week Tl0,d7,� is the music video
entertainment network dedicated to 6all musicr, 6all the
time!'
ffit's new, if it's hot, if it's in the forefront of the music
scene you'll see it and hear it on TMZ

ffit's worth watching it's on STAR! Asia's leading satellite
television network.
An exciting non-stop mix of entertainment, sports, movies
music, news, and information from all over the world

Business and financial information with a totally Asian
perspective. Live, authoritative news along with world class
journalism, ABN delivers a competitive edge every business day.

Bringng to the worldwide Chinese community fast accurate and
crurent information.
CTN's ZhongTian channel broadcasts the latest world news,
financial information and events of interest.

China Central Television provides Mandarin {Cantomese} and
English programming featuring movies, sport, opera, news and



FIIN and GAMES At Commissionins of JCSAT-3

Japan's JCSAT-3 satellite (1288), larurched at the end of August and seen testing C-band (South) Pacific coverage as early
as October 7th (SF#14, p.22) continues to be seen with a test card on the Hawaii spot beam (lF I 166) at a P2level on 3.7m
dishes and larger throughout the Pacific. Tests for the (south) Pacific beam have not been reported on C-band since October
7th although Ku-band tests have been reported by a number of Austalian observers (SF#15, p.24; IFs 1028, 1100/1108
horizontal). JSAT has not yet made public flrll plans for use of the l28E satellite although the Japanese press is reporting that
a consortitrm including Etochu, Mitsui Bussan" Nisson lwai, Sumito Shouji and JSAT qrilllaunch a"50 channel MPEG
digital semice inApril 1996' for Japan proper on Ku. Sources also advise that US firm Hughes, operator of the DirecTV Ku
band DBS service in Norttr America and a parher in a new DBS service for South America, is plaruring a DirectTV (Asia)
service using JCSAT-3 in 1997. Hughes, according to American reports, has pruchased 42.5o/o of the new Asian service wrth
Mitsubish Shouji the majority (Japanese) partner. DirecTV (Asia), according to Japanese reports, will provide " 50 channel
DTH semice to New Zealend, Australia and portions of Russia and India." This Ku beam also includes coverage of New
Caledorua and Vanuatu within the 35 dBw contour.

During the October 7th commissioning, a 4.5m Ku "Fly Away" (designed to be hauled to a remote spot for uplinking as
airplane baggage) terminal was installed at GE Americom in Hawaii. For approximately one hour, viewers were teated to an
impromptu 'tout' of the impressive site through the 4.5m anterma. Hiromu Fukasg Adviser to Vice President of JSAT, was
on the team and if you saw the testing on October 7th" Hiromu was the chap driving the fork lift tactor. Our thanks to
Hiromu for providing the Hawaii GE Americom test-day photos shown here.

Top left: Construction of 4.5m fly away with Hiromu Fukase 0eft). Top right: Sunset photo of GE Americom site (Srurset
Beach Earth Station) with 4.5m in nght foreground, to left much larger permanent antennas. The look angle from Hawaii to
JCSAT-3, incidentally, is 6 degrees. Bottom left: 30m uplink anterma at GE Americom (formerly GTE) Sunset Beach earth
station on Oahu. Bottom rishl A pleased-with-the-test-results Hiromu Fukase; those who saw the October 7th impromptu
site tour (shot with a rented 8mm high band camera) will appreciate the significance of the forkliftl

(64-9-406-1083) just say you wish the CCTV application form.
Note; this expires 3l Decemberl

We look forward to meeting Observers in the Technicians
and Testing Room at SPRSCS January 23-27 where Robin
Colquhoun will be performing detailed testhg on a wide range
ofreceivers includine the Palcom units.



CABLE
CONNECTION

A cable system headend is a "balancing act." Separate
progamme channels, perhaps a mixture tom off-air and
oFsatellite (through modulators) are combined in a manner to
ensure they do not interfere urith one another inside the
confines of the cable system spectum. However, care must
also be taken to see that the system itself does not generate
interfering signals.

A cable plant (system) is a mixhue of passive (signals flow
through without amplification) and active Gigrals are
amplified) devices. Any amplification device is capable of
generating new (unwanted) sAnals. Amplifiers are speced by
the designer for manimum input and ma:<imum output verfl$
the charmel "lsading" (number of TV carrier sigrrals being
amplified simultaneously). Most amplifiers require that you
reduce the output level as you increase the charmel loading
because as you add more carriers the amplifieds available
output power is being divided by more and more separate
carriers.

Having "clean pictures" at the output of the headend is
essential; every active device folowing the headend adds
distortion products to the combined channel spectrum and this
distortion is cumulative; i.e., the more active (amplifier)
devices the carriers pass tluough on their way to subscriber
homes, the greater the distortion product(s). At some point as
the carriers are repeatedly amplified and re-amplified the build
up of distortion products becomes significant enough that
subscribers notice "beat signals" (bpically appearing first as a
weak herringbone pattem on some or all charmels in the
system). Further into the plant, the level of the distortion
gnduates from noticeable to "objectionable." For all practical;
purposes, this point is where the cable system is in touble;
fiuther extension of cable lines requires more amplifers and as
you add additional ampliEers the distortion products only
become more severe.

Because distortion products are cumulative (i.e., becoming
slighfly more enlunced after each new amplifier), logic should
suggest that as you leave the headend facility every effort
should be made to reduce distortion to an absolute minimum.

Channel combiner (here, WinersatWPC-12) allows
multiple channels to be combined "cleanly."

Overdriving input to headend output amplifier
produces amplifier distortion products (unwanted new
signals thatwill "beat' 

[interfere] with real TV carriers;

Reducing input levels to headend output amplifier,
andlor backing off gain of output amplifier eliminates

undesireable beats.

In the photos here, a l2 charmel combiner $op) brings
together the output of 12 separate channel processors or

see photo below).

Combinerl {2 (16} Chs

Combinerl {2 ({6} Chs

30t60vAc
powel inserterfor amp powering

-20 dB g Out
Test Ports

Trunk output



We let Arthur tell it; Arthur C. Clarke, the best known
science writer in the world today. SATELLITE

TELEVISION features the works of this master of
science fact and fiction, profusely illustrated, written
for the layman. As a satellite installer/dealer, it gives
your "stort'' credence and helps you over the rough
patches with questioning customers. And ifs from
SPACE, priced right so you can afford to hand it out
as a sales tool, or sell it for a profit. Best of all, it

makes youl story more convincing.

modulators. In the diagram we show a pair of 12 charmel
combiners bnngng a total of 24 cable charmels into a two-way
mixer, producing 24 channels on the same cable. Of course
each of the cable channels has its own frequency assignment
to ensure that frequency diversity exists within that piece of
cable. In theory, a TV set connected to the ou@ut of the
two-way combiner device could hne aI 24 channels
separately.

Combining signals, first in a l2-way (16 way is also
common) and then with a pair of l2-ways recombined into a
total of 24 charmels on a single cable, is cosfly to signal level.
A l2-way combiner will have approximate$ l6dB of through
loss for each combined TV channel; a modulator that produces
+105 dBuV will appear at the output of the combiner $dth I l0
- 16 or approximately 94 dBuV in level. Now when the l2-way
is mixed sdth a second l2-way in the two-way mixer, channels
drop an additional 4dB (or more). This leaves us with 24
channels, each at a maximum level of 94 - 4 or 90 dBuV.

The greater the "combined" output level of the headend the
further we can tavel in coaxial cable before the signal requires
amplification. A headend "high output" amplifier that brings all
of our charmels back to the +ll0 dBuV region is therefore
desirable.

Enter the game of "specmanship"; which amplifier do you
select for this purpose. Since the headend output amplifier
establishes the initial percentage of "distortion" for the entbe
cable TV plant this is not a place to "go cheap." If you select
an amplifier with inadequate distortion characteristics, you are
garerating distortion at the headend which will only be
amplified (made worse) by each succeeding amplifier station
in the cable plant.

Low distortion headend amplifiers fall into several categories
reflecting a range of circuit designer options available to
minimise distortion. The industry has adopted a number of"buzz words" to describe low distortion circuits. "Hybrid IC
(integrated circuit) circuitry' is one; "Feed fonvard" is another
and "power doubling" (similar to push-pull) is often used to
describe a technique of maintaining low distortion and high
output capability. Normally, it is difficult to have low
distortion and high output in the same sircuit.

In the twin photos on page 25 we see the unfortunate impact
of distortion products. This is a sweep of a CATV headend
operating over the 50-300 MHz region. In the top spectum
analyser photo, the number of carriers present (ranging from
high to low level) is almost beyond numerioal counting (many
cariers are beating together to form some of the 'pips'). The
second (ower) photo shows the same headend after the output
amplifier was replaced with a hybrid IC unit and the inputs and
outputs balanced (set to the conect levels per the
manufachueds irstuctions). The subscriber pictures with the
system operating in the top spectrum analyser displays mode
were atociousl Herringbone beat patterrs crawled through
every channel (16 in all) and even the audio on some channels
'buzzedu from slmc pulses.

Note that every headend quality amplifier will have test
points; typically -20d8 for both the input and output. This
allows the technician to measure and set levels using either
sigtal level or spectrum analyser equipment.

Also note that our diagarn shows a "PI" (power inserta)
device following the low distortion amplifier. This is the first
point of adding 30/60VAC to the cable tnnk line to power line
amplifiers; a starting spot for SF#17.
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E I copy/AAIZ$10
D l0 copies - AA{Z$ 50 (+ discorurt for SPACE members)
ll 25 copies - AAIZ$I 19 (+ discount ficr SPACE members)
n 50 copies - AAIZ$225 (+ discount for SPACE mernbers)

Enclose cheque or provide VISA card information
NAME
Address
Town

VISA card #

Expires
Name as appears on Card

From: SPACE, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North
NewZealand
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JCSAT3 r t28E
Hawaii G.band beam on lF 1166 (Hz) widety
seen. ltu testing is planned but no schedule

announced (see p. 24 here).

November 1995 NOTES
>/b is B-MAC (NTSC or PAL depending upon service)

>/d or /dig. is some form of digital (MPEG)
>lntelsat 1180 includes right and left hand circular transmissions (separate)

>/e indicates some fiorm of analogue encoding (such as Leitch system on ll80)
for which there is no readily available decoder(X2) indicates 112 transponder

format with typically two programmes present
> Ku lF's for A3 and 81,3 satellites (below) are for standard LNB LO of 1 1 ,300
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rt77w{tt77F,n174E
IFs of 984 & 963 carry many
interndional news feeds in
right hand circulr (Il77E,
l74E); on ll77E,B of973

curies AFRTS in B-MAC, left
hard circulrwith AFRTS

radio zubcarier. 177W now
513 birq new FTAvideo

activity see,n daily.
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Second Report:

SOUTH PACIFIC REGION
SATELLITE & CABLE SHOW

Update On "The Show of Shows" Programme

As this issue of SaIFACTS Monttrly goes to press, SPACE Pacific's South Pacific Region Satellite & Cable Show (January

23-27, University of Auckland Tamaki campus) has nrn out of exhibit hall space (all stands taken) and available seating will be
close to capacity by show opening date. Attendees will be teated to the widest variety of off-satellite programming ever
assembled in the (south) Pacific including new programmers The Music Znne ffMZ), Bloomberg lnformation (BI) and others
that will be armouncing their new seryices dwing January - March. With AsiaSat 2 now safely launched, there is the
expectation that test signals from this new carrier will also be first sean during the show. In the serninar session departrnent,
US Dish-Pert Tim Alderman is expected to conduct sessions covering a variety of topics including a one hour question and
answer session for those who need special system installation problems solved. AND - Gourmet Entertainingls head scientist
Jim Roberts will be on hand to teach you how to align dishes for full Clarke Orbit Belt tacking. It doesn't get any better than
this and promises to be "The Show of Showsl"

SPRSCS EXHIBITORS
Augat (LRC) Pty. Ltd. t AUSTCO Gommunications [GAW Associates] , AV-COMM Pty. Ltd I Bay Satellile Ltd. I Electronic

Communication Solutions Ltd (Leathams) t Gountry Music Teleuision / Far North Cable TU Ltd. I Fibemet New Zealand Ltd. I
Gold Star I Gourmet Entertaining I Maser Technology Group (on behalf of General Instrument, Comm Scope, Channell
Communications) t Mark Long Enterprises I Nationwide futtenna Systems Speciali$ Products Pry. Ltd. / Signal Master f

Satelllte Direct / Telsat Communications Ltd. , SPACE Pacific Ltd. I Southstar Media / Uniden NZ Ltd.

Brands Represented (Throueh Exhibitors)
ADL/AlphaTechnologieslAmericanFibertek/Amphenol/ANTEC/AsiaBusinessNews/Augat-LRC/Bayl in
Publications / Benjamin I Blonder-Tongue Labs / California Amplifier I Channell Communications / Chapanal I
CHY / C-COR / China Central Television Netirnork / Chinese Television Network / Communications & Energy
Corp . /Count ryMus icTe lev is ion l (RL)Drake/DHSate l l i te /Dyna l ink lEchos tar /Eag le /EXFO/Gard iner /

Genera l  Ins t rument /G i lber t /G loba l /Go ldStar lGourmetEnter ta in ing /Jebsee/K ingRay lKT l lMarkLong/
Norsat /OLEX/OpticalCable Corp. /Orbitron lPace/ Palcom I Paraclipse/ PDXAntenna Master/ PX:Trans
Electr icCo. lPPClRegal lscient i f icAt lanta/Seavey/Siecor/Sony/StandardCommunicat ions/STARNet/

Star TV / The Music Zone lTimes Fibre / Tektrew / Universal Electronics I Texscan Corp. / Winersat

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 24: "Basic Technology Day." Designed for fint-timers and those who need a

brush up on their working knowledge of the technolory behind satellite and TV distribution systems. Five

sessions (begin 10AN{, end 4:30PNf). Exhibit Halls open 12-l:30,4:30-6:30PM.

THURSDAY JANUARY 25: Opening day featuring report on present, future satellites (Mark Long),
sessions on DVB Compliant Receivers, Dish Selection Criteria (I.{orman Bruner, Paraclipse), Feed Selection,
Test Equipment & Use, Dish Tracking Techniques (Jim Roberts), Packaging of DTH Systems for Mass Sale,
MMDS: Wireless Cable TV, Business Uses of Satellite, Role of Enthusiasts in TVRO Marketing and

Programming Competition. Sessions from 10AIvI to 4:30 PM; exhibit halls open 12-1 :1SPlvI, 4:30 - 6:30 PM.

FRIDAY JANUARY 26: "OPTUS: The Neighbourhood Satellite System" (John Humphrey), CATV and

SMATV Headend Design, SMATV System Design, SMATV and CATV Line Powering, Fibre Optic Technology
Overview, Special Equipment for AsiaSat 2 and Palapa Cl, PAS-2/AsiaSat2/Rimsat/Palap4 Cellular Television,
Television Receivers for the Information Superhighway, Neighbourhood Cable TV. Sessions from l0AM to

4:30PM, exhibit halls open 12 - 1:30PM, 4:15 - 6:30PM. Technicians and Testing Room: Working With S/A
D9222 Receiver and the Authorisation Stream.

SATURDAY JAI\UARY 27: "Open Public Day" with Country Music Television stage show lPM. Exhibit
halls open 10AI\,,I - 4PM Q-{ote: Exhibitors have option of not opening this day). "Best Receiver Shoot-out" T&T

Room. SPACE Member meetings.



This is it; your last opportunity to register and attend the South Pacific Region
Satellite & Cable Show January 23-27 in Auckland. Hundreds have already
done so - delegates from throughout the Pacific and Asia will be on hand to

experience the latest in satellite and cable technologies. Australia will be
exceptionally well represented with attendees from every state and region. Our
exhibit halls have sold out and leading suppliers from the entire world will be
on hand to show you the latest in hardware. Two completely separate sessions
will run January 25 and 26: One for those with an interest in technical detail,

the second for those with an oye on the bottom-line management. In the
Technician & Testing room, special sessions to explain the S/A DqZZ2Ip4D

operation' And - US Dish-Pert Tim Aldennan (sr+r4p.l0-13), including an hour
of "Tim Live On Stage" where he answers your difficult install questions.

HOW TO PAY? WHERETO SEND IT? SEECARD BELOW.

l
I

I

i
i

REGISTER HERE FOR SPRSCS'96

Company (if applicable)

Company (if applicable)

What Is The Cost?
/If you or your firm is NOT a mernber of SPACE Pacific, the four day fee is $225 per

person. This includes all sessions January 23-26 plus entry on January Z7thfor 'Open public
Day'.

/Ifyou are an individual mernber of SPACE, you cost is $150; if an Installer/I)ealer or
higher level member, $175.
How To Pay?

> By cheque (to SPACE Pacific) in the appropriate amoun! or,
> By VISA (ONLY) cardusing the form below.

YISA CARD NUMBER: .

Name as it appears on card:
Where To Send?
By post to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far

Nortll New Zealand (or if MSA fax 64-9-406-1083)



Tell us what you are seeing or using for equipment that is 'ned in the last 30 days.
Information submitted is collected for possible use in "With The Observers" (p.22here).

r NEW programming sources seen since 1 December (please include receiver IF'or satellite

oEquilrment changes, my terminal, since I December:

o Description your equipmurt:

Contact phone and/or fa>< numbers:

There are four levels of SPACE Membership available and each level defines your privileges.
Lrdividual, InstallerlDealer and Cable TV levels receive attractive discounts on goods and services
from select Importer/Distributor members; you can actually save far more money in discounts than

your annual membership fee! PLUS - members help draft and participate in trade association policy
(special SPACE Member sessions at SPRSCS '96 in January for this purpose). Simple retum this

card for a full "Lnvitation To Join SPACE", no obligationl
tr PLEASE SEND NO OBLIGATION SPACE MEMBERSHIP MATERIAL-

NAME
Company (if applicable)

Return to: SPACE Pacific Ltq PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far Nortlr, New Zealand

l
I
l

i

Mf SUBSCRIPTION starting with Januaryf, YES

Myname

Company (if applicable)

Mailing Address

TowrlCity (State)_ Country
HowToPav:

y' By cheque: In NZ $40, in Austalia ,4.$61, elsewhere US$40 or equivalent to SaIFACTS Monttrly
r By VISA card GNLY VISAI):

_ Expires on:

Rehm to: SatFACTS Montillyn PO Box 330, Mangonuln Far
North, NewZraland (or, ilVISA fax 6+9-40G1083)l

.t

L

i

Name as it appears on VISA card:





When they wanted Cable
Television throughout

Europe, Asia and America

they called the

man from Maser.
James Golden has a world of experience, spanning twenty

years, in Cable Television.

He has advised in every aspect of developing, establishing,

operating and managing Cable Television on three continents.

Maser is now making that extraordinary skill and knowledge

available to Cable Television operators in New Zealand.

There is more. Maser has formed alliances with General

Instrument, Belden, CableData, Gilbert Engineering, Channelmatic,

C & E Corp, Loma Scientific and Alpha Technologies. Each and every

one an unquestioned market leader.

From studio to set top. Everything you require including

automat-ic systems for inserting commercials and foolprool bil l ing.

Al l  f rom the wor ld 's  leading suppl iers.

And,  of  course,  there is  J im.

C a l l  M a s e r  n o w  o n  6 4  9  4 7 9  7 8 8 9  o r  f a x  6 4  9  4 7 9  6 5 3 6  a n d  w e ' l l  D u t  v o u

t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  b e s t  n a m e s  i n  t h e  b u s i n e s s .

P . O  B O X  6 5 - 1 6 6  M a i r a n g i  B a y ,  A u c h l a n d ,  N e w  Z e a l a n d
/v\ AS=<

M A S E R  T E C H N O L O 6 Y  G R O U P


